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AbstratWe give a natural onstrution of an Einstein metri g on the produts S3 � S2and S7 � S6, total spaes of some indued Hopf bundles. Sine g is also a Sasakianmetri, a loally onformal K�ahler and onformally Rii-at metri h is indued byg on the produts S3 � S2 � S1 and S7 � S6 � S1, that �ber also as twistor spaesover the hyperomplex and the Cayley Hopf manifolds S3 � S1 and S7 � S1. Anextension of this onstrution is given to some Stiefel manifolds and indued Hopfbundles over Segre manifolds.The produt of spheres S3 � S2 is an example of manifold whose moduli spae ofEinstein strutures has in�nitely many omponents, f. [1℄, p. 472. Among all thesepossible hoies, a very speial Einstein metri g - non homotheti to the standard produt2g0� g0 - has been onsidered in several ontexts: [9℄, p. 404, [16℄, p. 291, [5℄, p. 277, [2℄,pp. 95-96, and indeed a general framework for the existene of g an be traed bak to atheorem of S. Kobayashi (f. [11℄, p. 136, as well as its generalization in [1℄, pp. 255-256).The simple onstrution of g we are presenting here is obtained by a natural imbeddingof S3�S2 into S7, after a deformation of the standard metri of S7 in the diretion of oneof its Sasakian struture vetor �elds. This proedure an be extended to obtain similarEinstein metris on S7�S6, on the Stiefel manifolds V2(Rn+1) of the oriented orthonormal2-frames, and on the indued Hopf bundles over some Segre omplex projetive manifolds.Our motivation omes from studying diagrams like the following:ZS4n+3�S1 ! ZS4n+3 ! ZCP 2n+1 ! CP 2n+1# # # #S4n+3 � S1 ! S4n+3 ! CP 2n+1 ! HP n;1



whose lower horizontal arrows are the prototypes of well known �brations appearing inboth 3-Sasakian and quaternion Hermitian-Weyl geometry: [4℄, [14℄, [15℄. The vertialarrows, �brations in spheres S2, an be looked at as "twistor spaes" over the base man-ifolds, with respet to their strutures - from the left to the right of the diagram - ofhyperhermitian-Weyl, 3-Sasakian, K�ahler-Einstein and quaternion K�ahler manifold. The�bers of the above diagram, over a point of HP n - and in fat of any positive quaternionK�ahler manifold - are desribes as:S3 � S2 � S1 ! S3 � S2 ! CP 1 �CP 1 ! CP 1# # # #S3 � S1 ! S3 ! CP 1 ! pt;suggesting to study strutures on S3 � S2 and on S3 � S2 � S1 related to the geometriesappearing in both the diagrams.1 PreliminariesWe start by olleting some basi de�nitions and fats about Sasakian and 3-Sasakiangeometry (f. for example [3℄, [4℄).De�nition 1 .(i) Let (N; gN) be a (2n+1)-dimensional Riemannian manifold endowed with a unitaryKilling vetor �eld � whose dual 1-form is denoted by �. The Levi-Civita onnetion rNof gN de�nes the smooth setion ' = rN� of End(TN). If the equation:(rNY ')Z = �(Z)Y � gN(Y; Z)�holds on N , then � de�nes a Sasakian struture on (N; g).(ii) A (4n+ 3)-dimensional Riemannian manifold (P; gP ) is 3-Sasakian if a triple �1,�2, �3 of orthonormal Sasakian strutures are de�ned on P and they satisfy the identities[��; ��℄ = � for (�; �; ) = (1; 2; 3) and yli permutations.We all � or �1, �2, �3 the struture vetor �elds, and note that eah dual one-form �,�1, �2, �3 is a ontat form.The following formulae are easily proved:Proposition 1 .(i) On any Sasakian manifold:'� = 0; gN('Y; 'Z) = gN(Y; Z)� �(Y )�(Z);for all the tangent vetor �elds Y; Z. Moreover the setional urvature K of setionsontaining � satis�es the following normalization ondition:K(Y; �) = 1:2



(ii) On any 3-Sasakian manifold, besides the above formulae for eah � = 1; 2; 3, thefollowing holds: '��� = ��;for (�; �; ) = (1; 2; 3) and yli permutations.The spheres S2n+1 and S4n+3, with their standard metri g0, are examples of Sasakianand 3-Sasakian manifolds, respetively: their struture vetor �elds are �JN or �I1N ,�I2N , �I3N , where J and I1,I2,I3 are the anonial omplex and hyperomplex strutureof the respetive Eulidean spaes E2n+2 or E4n+4, and N is the unit normal.There are �brations relating Sasakian and 3-Sasakian manifolds respetively withK�ahler and quaternion K�ahler geometry. Namely (f. [20℄, pp. 286-291, and [4℄):Proposition 2 .(i) Let N2n+1 be a ompat Sasakian manifold whose struture vetor �eld � generatesa regular foliation. Then the projetion � : N ! M = N=� is a prinipal irle bundle,the metri gN of N projets to a K�ahler metri on M , whose K�ahler form 
 has integralvalues. M is thus a omplex projetive algebrai manifold, and � is a onnetion form inN !M with urvature the pull-bak of 
.(ii) Let P 4n+3 be a ompat 3-Sasakian manifold whose struture vetor �elds �1, �2,�3 generate a regular foliation. Then the projetion � : P ! M = P=� is a bundleof 3-dimensional homogeneous spherial spae forms over the positive quaternion K�ahlermanifold M .The map � : N ! M = N=� is known as a Boothby-Wang �bration, and we areonerned with the Einstein property of its total spae N . We need in this respet thefollowing notion:De�nition 2 . A Sasakian manifold (N; gN ; �) is �-Einstein if its Rii tensor satis�esRi = �gN + �� 
 �.If N has dimension � 5, then � and � an be shown to be onstant (f. [20℄, p. 285):they an be alled the Einstein onstants of the Sasaki �-Einstein manifold N .Lemma 1 . On any Boothby-Wang �bration N2n+1 ! M2n, N is �-Einstein with Ein-stein onstants (�; �) = (� � 2; 2n + 2 � �) if and only if M is K�ahler-Einstein withEinstein onstant �.Proof. Use the following relation between the Rii tensors of M and N , total andbase spaes of a Riemannian submersion N !M with geodesi S1 �bres ([1℄, p. 244):RiM (Y; Z) = RiN (Y �; Z�) + 2gN(AY �V;AZ�V ):Here V is tangent to the �bre, A is the O'Neill tensor: AY �V = horizontal part of rNY �V ,and Y � is the horizontal lift of the vetor �eld Y of M . In our ase V = �, AY �V =3



'Y � and from prop. 1 we see that gN('Y �; 'Z�) = gN(Y �; Z�) � �(Y �)�(Z�): Sine thehorizontal distribution is the kernel of �, it follows:RiM(Y; Z) = RiN (Y �; Z�) + 2gN(Y �; Z�):Then the onlusion follows from the normalization property K(Y; �) = 1 of prop. 1,giving Ri(�; �) = 2n on any 2n+ 1 dimensional Sasakian manifold.2 Indued Hopf bundles and S3 � S2Denote now by (N; gN ; �) a ompat Sasakian manifold, and assume that its strutureKilling vetor �eld � generates a regular foliation, so that the Boothby-Wang �bration� : N ! M = N=� projets N over the omplex projetive algebrai manifold M . Anyisometri immersion iM : M ,!M gives rise to both a orresponding isometri immersioniN : N ,! N of the indued total spae N and to an indued S1 bundle � : N ! M . IfiM is a omplex immersion and � is tangent to the immersed manifold iN(N), then iN isinvariant to ' = rN�, thus N inherits a Sasakian struture (f. [19℄, p. 102). We shalldenote by gM , gN the indued metris.Lemma 2 . In the above setting, if iM is minimal, also iN is minimal.Proof. With the above notations one has ([19℄, p.100):(JY )� = 'Y �; gN(Y �; Z�) = gM(Y; Z);(rMY Z)� = rNY �Z� + gN('Y �; Z�)�;for any vetor �elds Y; Z on M . The Gauss formula then yields the following relationbetween the seond fundamental forms of iM and iN :(BM(Y; Z))� = BN (Y �; Z�):Use loal bases of vetor �elds on N as fe�1; e�2; :::; e�k; �g, fe�ig (i = 1; :::k) projeting toloal bases feig on M : then, if iM is minimal, in order for iN to be minimal it is enoughto show that BN(�; �) = 0. This follows from prop. 1, sine BN (�; �) is the normal partof rN� � = '�.Consider now the following indued Hopf bundle:V ! S7# #CP 1 �CP 1 ! CP 3;where the lower horizontal arrow is the Segre map 	 : ([x0 : x1℄; [y0 : y1℄)! [z0 : z1 : z2 :z3℄ = [x0y0 : x0y1 : x1y0 : x1y1℄ imbedding the produt of two omplex projetive lines asthe non singular quadri Q2 : z0z3 = z1z2 of CP 3.4



V an be identi�ed by looking at both the Hopf �brations S7 ! CP 3 ! HP 1,(z0; z1; z2; z3) ! [z0 : z1 : z2 : z3℄ ! [h0 : h1℄, representing points of S7 also by pairsof quaternions h0 = z0 + z2j; h1 = z1 + z3j. Thus the restrition of S7 ! CP 3 to aprojetive line, say l : 	([x0 : x1℄; [1 : 0℄), in one of the two families that rule the quadriQ2, is the S3 � S7 over the point [1 : 0℄ 2 HP 1. By letting the line l vary in all its family,spanned by [y0 : y1℄, the di�eomorphism V �= S3 � S2 is reognized. Observe now that 	is a omplex and isometri immersion with respet to the produt metri of CP 1 �CP 1and the Fubini-Study metri of CP 3, �xed on both CP 1 and CP 3 to have holomorphisetional urvature 4. Thus S7 ! CP 3 is a Riemannian submersion and the manifoldsS7, CP 3, CP 1 � CP 1 in the diagram have Einstein onstants respetively � = 6; 8; 4.Hene lemmas 1 and 2 give:Proposition 3 . V �= S2 � S3 � S7 is a minimal Sasakian and �-Einstein submanifoldwith Einstein onstants (�; �) = (2; 2).We now prove that the indued Hopf bundle � : V ! CP 1 � CP 1 an be identi�edwith the Stiefel bundle of the oriented orthonormal 2-frames � : V2(R4)! Gr2(R4) overthe Grassmannian of the oriented 2-planes in R4. Compare in fat the Chern lass of thetwo S1-bundles. First 1(�) = 	?� = a1 + a2, where 	 is the Segre map and �; a1; a2are the anonial generators of the H2(CP 3) and of the H2 of the two fators CP 1 inthe quadri surfae Q2. On the other hand 1(�) is 1=2 of the �rst Chern lass ?1 of thequadri surfae Q2 ([5℄, pp. 276-277). Sine ?1 = 2(a1 + a2), it follows 1(�) = 1(�), and� �= �.Denote by g1 the metri indued on V by the standard metri g0 of S7. By prop. 3, g1 isSasakian with respet to the unit tangent vetor �1 to the �bers and Ri1 = 2g1+2�1
�1.Then a straightforward omputation shows thatg = 23g1 � 29�1 
 �1;Sasakian with respet to � = 32�1, satis�es the Einstein ondition Ri = 4g (f. [16℄, p.290). Therefore:Theorem 1 . The produt of spheres S3 � S2, imbedded in S7 as the total spae of theindued Hopf bundle over the quadri Q2 � CP 3, inherits from the standard metri ofS7 an �-Einstein Sasakian metri g1, allowing to de�ne the Sasakian Einstein metrig = 23g1 � 29�1 
 �1.3 The produt S3 � S2 � S1Reall that a omplex Hermitian manifold (W 2n+2; h; J) is a generalized Hopf manifoldif it is loally onformal K�ahler, i. e. if there is an open overing fUig suh that hjUi = efih0iwith h0i K�ahler on Ui, and moreover its Lee form !, loally de�ned as !jUi = dfi, is5



parallel with respet to the Levi-Civita onnetion of h. The struture of ompat regulargeneralized Hopf manifold (W 2n+2; h; J) - i. e. suh that the foliation B generated by thedual vetor �eld B of ! is regular - has been established by I. Vaisman. In partiular thefollowing results are proved in [17℄, [18℄:a) the lass of ompat regular generalized Hopf manifolds oinides with the lass ofprinipal at S1-bundles over ompat Sasakian manifolds;b) the onformally at ompat regular generalized Hopf manifolds redue, up to �niteoverings, to produts S2n+1 � S1 ! S2n+1.As an intermediate situation between the above ases a) and b) we prove here thefollowing:Proposition 4 . A ompat regular generalized Hopf manifold W 2n+2 is loally on-formally Rii-at if and only if it �bers in irles over a ompat Sasakian-Einsteinmanifold.Proof. Look at the projetion p : W ! M = W=B as a Riemannian submersionwith totally geodesi �bers, and denote by gRiW the Rii tensor of the loal K�ahlermetris on W . Assume, as always possible up to normalization, that ! is unitary. Awell known formula ([1℄, p.59) then gives gRiW = RiW � 2n[h � ! 
 !℄; and observethat gRiW (B;B) = RiW (B;B) = 0. On the other hand, by the formula onneting theRii tensors for Riemannian submersions (f. proof of lemma 1), we have RiM (Y; Z) =RiW (Y �; Z�). Thus: gRiW = RiM � 2n[g � ! 
 !℄;where g is the projetion of h to the Sasakian manifold M = W=B. Then the onlusionfollows from the fat that Sasakian Einstein metris in dimension 2n + 1 have Einsteinonstant 2n (f. prop. 1).Reall now from [17℄ the de�nition of the (integrable) omplex struture J and of thegeneralized Hopf metri h on the total spaeW of any at prinipal S1-bundle � :W !Mover a Sasakian M :h = ��g + u
 u; JY = �'(Y )� �(Y )B; JB = �:Here u is the at onnetion, Y is any horizontal vetor �eld and B the dual vetor �eldwith respet to h. Thus, by applying prop. 4 to the metri g of theorem 1, we obtain:Corollary 1 . The produt S3 � S2 � S1 admits a omplex struture and a Hermitianmetri h, making it a onformally Rii at and non onformally at generalized Hopfmanifold.
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Remark 1 . It is worth to observe that the produt of a loally onformal K�ahler man-ifold with a K�ahler manifold is not loally onformal K�ahler. Thus the generalized Hopfstruture on S3 � S1 � S2 established by or. 1 annot be obtained as a produt.On the other hand, it is natural to ompare the (S3 � S2 � S1; J; h) of or. 1 withsome natural Hermitian struture related to the twistor �bration S3�S2�S1 ! S3�S1.Indeed, the properties of Hermitian metris on twistor spaes over oriented Riemannian 4-manifolds exlude the loally onformal K�ahler possibility, at least by looking at metrisde�ned by means of the Levi Civita onnetion [13℄. Another natural onnetion onstandard Hopf surfaes S3 � S1 is the Weyl onnetion, that glues together the LeviCivita onnetions of the loal standard K�ahler metris (f. [17℄). However, by hoosingthe Weyl onnetion, the lifted Hermitian metri on S3 � S2 � S1 turns out to be loallyonformal semik�ahler, but not loally onformal K�ahler. This is obtained from formulaein the appendix of [6℄, namely from its lemma 12 and orollary 2, pp. 618-619. We wishto thank Paul Gauduhon for a very helpful onversation about this point.4 The produts S7�S6, S7�S6�S1 and more examplesThe onstrution of the metris g and h expressed in theorem 1 and orollary 1 an bepursued also in the following similar ontext.Consider the Hopf �bration S15 ! CP 7 and the indued Hopf bundle � : V ! Gr2(R8)over the Grassmannian Gr2(R8) of the oriented 2-planes in R8, isometrially immersed inCP 7 as a non singular quadri omplex hypersurfae Q6. A omparison of the �rst Chernlasses shows that the bundle � is isomorphi to the Stiefel bundle � : V2(R8)! Gr2(R8)of oriented orthonormal 2-frames in R8 (f. the disussion following prop. 3 as well as [2℄,pp.84-86). Sine Gr2(R8) �= Q6 is K�ahler-Einstein with Einstein onstant 12 ([12℄, p.282),by lemma 1 its total spae S7 � S6 �= V2(R8) inherits from S15 an �-Einstein Sasakianmetri g1. Its Rii tensor satis�es Ri1 = 10g1 + 2�1 
 �1, where �1 is the dual of theunit Killing vetor �eld �1, indued by the Sasakian struture of S15. Then the metri:g = 67g1 � 649�1 
 �1;Sasakian with respet to � = 76�1, satis�es Ri = 12g.This, together with proposition 4 applied to it, yields the following:Corollary 2 . The produt S7 � S6, total spae of the indued Hopf bundle over thequadri Q6 � CP 7, inherits from the standard metri of S15 an �-Einstein Sasakianmetri g1, and then the metri g = 67g1 � 649�1 
 �1 is Sasakian Einstein. Aordingly,the produt S7 � S6 � S1 admits a struture of generalized Hopf manifold, whose metrih is onformally Rii at and non onformally at.It an be observed that both S3�S2 and S7�S6 are examples of Brieskorn manifolds([20℄, pp. 291-305), as one reognizes from the equations: z0z3 = z1z2, Pi zizi = 1 ofS3 � S2 in C4, and the similar equations of S7 � S6 in C8.7



Remark 2 . The produt S7 � S6 � S1 an be looked at as a "twistor spae" of theHopf manifold S7�S1 with respet to the struture indued on it by the Cayley numbers.Indeed, the di�eomorphism S7�S1 �= (R8�0)=(x� ! 2x�) and the seven almost omplexstrutures I1; I2; I3; E; EI1; EI2; EI2, de�ned on R8 by its identi�ation with the Cayleynumbers Ca, show that S7 � S1 is naturally equipped by suh a "Cayley struture".The spae of the ompatible almost omplex strutures on S7 � S1, di�eomorphi toS7 � S6 � S1, an be endowed with a natural almost omplex struture J : this an bedone through the Weyl onnetion in the usual tautologial twistorial way. However, Jturns out (even on the �bers) to be non integrable. Thus the omplex struture obtainedon S7�S6�S1 by orollary 2 (that is integrable) is di�erent from that de�ned by lookingat it as the twistor spae of the almost omplex strutures ompatible with the Cayleystruture of S7 � S1.More examples of indued Hopf bundles arrying a Sasakian Einstein metri an begiven by extending the above onstrutions in the following two ases.Let M = CP k � CP k with its produt Fubini Study metri, that is Einstein withEinstein onstant 2k+2. Let 	 : ([x0 : ::: : xk℄; [y0 : ::: : yk℄)! [z0 : ::: : z(k+1)2�1℄ = [x0y0 :x0y1::: : xkyk℄ be the Segre map, isometrially imbedding CP k � CP k into CP (k+1)2�1.Then the Hopf bundle S2(k+1)2�1 ! CP (k+1)2�1, restrited to the Segre manifold Sk;k =CP k �CP k, arries an indued metri g1, whih is Sasakian and �-Einstein. Denote byVk;k the total spae of this indued Hopf bundle, on whih g1 is de�ned. By lemma 1 theRii tensor of g1 satis�es Ri1 = 2kg1 + (4k2 � 2k)�1 
 �1. Next, a Sasakian Einsteinmetri g is onstruted on Vk;k by following the proedure used for thm. 1 and inspiredby formulae in [16℄. Thus de�ne on Vk;k the metrig = 2k + 24k2 + 2g1 + k(k + 1)(1� 2k)(2k2 + 1)2 �1 
 �1;and observe that g is Sasakian with respet to � = 4k2+22k+2 �1. Moreover the omputation ofthe Rii tensor of g gives Ri = 4k2g. Thus:Corollary 3 . The indued Hopf bundle Vk;k arries the Sasakian Einstein metri g =2k+24k2+2g1 + k(k+1)(1�2k)(2k2+1)2 �1 
 �1 . The metri g1 is indued by the imbedding of Vk;k intoS2(k+1)2�1, de�ned through the Segre map CP k �CP k ! CP (k+1)2�1.Another setting for our onstrution is that of a omplex non singular hyperquadriQn�1 � CP n, K�ahler Einstein submanifold with Einstein onstant 2n � 2. The induedHopf bundle over Qn�1 an be identi�ed with the Stiefel bundle V2(Rn+1)! Gr2(Rn+1)of the oriented orthonormal 2-frames in Rn+1. Thus the standard metri of S2n+1 induesthe Sasakian �-Einstein metri g1 on V2(Rn+1) and Ri1 = (2n � 4)g1 + 2�1 
 �1. Herethe assoiated Einstein metri is:g = 2n� 22n g1 + �2(2n� 2)4n2 �1 
 �1;8



Sasakian with respet to � = 2n2n�2�1 and satisfying Ri = (2n� 2)g.Corollary 4 . The Stiefel manifold V2(Rn+1) arries the Sasakian Einstein metri g =2n�22n g1 + �2(2n�2)4n2 �1 
 �1: Here g1 is indued by looking at V2(Rn+1) as the total spae ofthe Hopf bundle over the quadri Qn�1 � CP n.Remark 3 . The Stiefel manifold V2(R7) is di�eomorphi to the (unique) homogeneous3-Sasakian manifold G2=Sp(1) over the exeptional positive quaternion K�ahler manifoldG2=SO(4). This di�eomorphism (stated in [8℄, p. 115) an be reognized as follows. Lookat G2=SO(4) as the Grassmannian of the quaternioni 4-planes in R7 �= Im Ca, and atG2=Sp(1) as the spae of the same quaternioni 4-planes together with a hyperomplexstruture on them. The latter �bers in irles over G2=U(2), twistor spae of G2=SO(4),and spae of the same quaternioni 4-planes together with a omplex struture on them.For any oriented orthonormal 2-frame fi; jg of R7 the ross produt k = i � j de�nes,through the Cayley multipliation, a hyperomplex struture on the oriented 4-plane Lorthogonal to i; j;k, and sine this onstrution an be reversed, the di�eomorphism isobtained. A similar argument shows that G2=U(2) �= Gr2(R7). Thus the natural questionarises of omparing on V2(R7) the Sasakian Einstein metri g of or. 4 with the (alsoEinstein) 3-Sasakian metri ~g as de�ned through the �bration G2=Sp(1) ! G2=SO(4),following [4℄. We are not able to give the answer, involving a omparison between theK�ahler Einstein struture of Gr2(R7) �= Q5 � CP 6 and the struture of ontat Fanomanifold oming from the stated di�eomorphism Gr2(R7) �= G2=U(2) with the twistorspae of G2=SO(4). Note that both Q5 and G2=U(2) appear in the study of nilpotentorbits in the omplexi�ed Lie algebra of G2, f. [10℄, pp. 29-30.Finally, as a onsequene of prop. 4 and or. 4, we have:Corollary 5 . The produts Vk;k�S1 and V2(Rn+1)�S1 arry a struture of onformallyRii at and non onformally at generalized Hopf manifold.
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